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 Video at Khan academy 

 The ruins of this complex of massive stone walls undulate across almost 1,800 acres of present -day 

southeastern Zimbabwe 

 constructed and expanded for more than 300 years in a local style that eschewed rectilinearity for 

flowing curves. 

 some 300 similar complexes located on the Zimbabwean plateau  

 Its most formidable edifice, commonly referred to as the Great Enclosure, has walls as high as 36 

feet extending approximately 820 feet, making it the largest ancient structure south of the Sahara 

Desert (Great Zimbabwe - largest of its kind) 

 constructed from granite blocks gathered from the exposed rock of the surrounding hills. Since this 

rock naturally splits into even slabs and can be broken into portable sizes, it provided a convenient 

and readily available building resource  

 fitted without the use of mortar by laying stones one on top of the other, each laye r slightly more 

recessed than the last to produce a stabilizing inward slope  

 Little is known about the Bantu-speaking people who built Great Zimbabwe or how their society was 

organized 
o The ruling elite appears to have controlled wealth through the manageme nt of cattle 
o At its height, Great Zimbabwe is estimated to have had a population greater than 10,000, 

although the majority lived at some distance from the large stone buildings. Only 200 to 300 

members of the elite classes are thought to have lived within  Great Zimbabwe’s massive 

edifices 

o  

 function of these stone walls, however, has often been misinterpreted  
o scholars doubt they ever served a martial purpose and have argued instead that cattle and 

people were valued above land, which was in any event too abundant to be hoarded.  
o The walls are thought to have been a symbolic show of authority, designed to preserve the 

privacy of royal families and set them apart from and above commoners  

In addition to architecture, Great Zimbabwe’s most famous works of art are the eight 

birdscarved of soapstone that were found in its ruins.  

o The birds surmount columns more than a yard tall and are themselves on average sixteen 

inches tall.  

o The sculptures combine both human and avian elements, substituting human features like 

lips for a beak and five-toed feet for claws.  

http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/zimb/hd_zimb.htm
http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/zimb/hd_zimb.htm
http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/rock/hd_rock.htm


o Excavated at the turn of the century, it is known that six of the sculptures came from the 

Eastern Enclosure of the Hill complex, but unfortunately their precise arrangement can only 

be surmised.  

o Scholars have suggested that the birds served as emblems of royal authority, perhaps 

representing the ancestors of Great Zimbabwe’s rulers.  

o Although their precise significance is still unknown, these sculptures remain powerful 

symbols of rule in the modern era, adorning the flag of Zimbabwe as national emblems  

 

 

 

 


